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Enter the Portal of 
New Potential

Happy 
Summer Solstice



Welcome to the summer of the Soul.
 
Summer Solstice marks the fruition of the Nature
Year - The Year of New Horizons. During this time,
you witness the blossoming of the new self you
have been unfolding over the course of the year.  
 
There is always a lot of work in a garden in
summertime and so it is with the Garden of the
Soul. This summer you will be busy tilling the soil
of your unconscious and removing the remaining
impediments to perfected manifestation of this
Nature year. The work of the Soul is meant to be a
joyful pursuit experienced as the fulfillment of
one’s higher purpose as set forth in your Soul
Contract. 
 
This year, Summer Solstice occurs on a Galactic
Activation Portal, amplifying the energies that
are released and available this summer and adding
to the celebratory energy of Summer’s arrival.

Hello Everyone,
Upcoming Sections:
 The Summer of the Soul

in the Year of New

Horizons

Sacred Ceremony for

Summer Solstice

A Spiritual Activation

from the Ascended

Masters

Poem - The Ways of Love



A Sacred Ceremony for Summer Solstice
Here at La Vie de la Rose we gather for each season change. At the moment
of the Summer Solstice - June 21 at 11:54 AM EDT - we will light candles and

join our voices in unison as we say the following declaration.

I Fully Align My Consciousness

With the Energy, Impulses, Patterns and Purpose

Of the Summer Solstice

And Consciously Choose To Do

All that is Required at All Levels

To Support Perfected Manifestation of this Cycle

Of the Year of the New Horizons

I invite you to use this declaration to align your consciousness with the
energies that are released by Nature at the moment of the Summer Solstice.

There’s such potency in this conscious alignment as the new season arrives; and,
if by some chance you are unable to do your ceremony at the exact moment of

Solstice, do so as soon as possible thereafter. Then celebrate the new you
birthed at Summer Solstice after the nine-month spiritual gestation period that

spanned Autumn through Spring.



Session Seven
The Year of New Horizons

SEPTEMBER 22, 2018 – SEPTEMBER 23, 2019

ENJOY PREVIOUS VIDEOS

This is Session Seven in a year-long Accelerated Spiritual
Growth® program that began at the Autumnal Equinox last

September in which we are supported to unfold a New
Horizon of the Soul within ourselves and our lives.

Accelerated Spiritual Growth® is my unique specialty as a
spiritual growth teacher and facilitator and has been the

focus of my research and development work for twenty
years. I love Accelerated Spiritual Growth® because it

quickens our transcendence of the limitations created
through past experiences and our attainment of all we

hold dear, and ultimately, our Ascension.

https://laviedelarose.com/our-founder/2018_natureyear_program/


A Spiritual Activation from the Ascended Masters

Please join me for my Summer Solstice message in which the Ascended
Masters guide you to the harvest of your Soul for this Nature year. This
message supports you to evolve into a greater level of spiritual maturity

and to recover a lost aspect of yourself. The gift of this healing is greater
authenticity and the opening of a new portal of potential.

WATCH THE ACTIVATION HERE

This Spiritual Activation becomes available at the moment of the
Summer Solstice so please wait until 11:54 AM EDT prior to watching
it. And if you aren’t able to watch the video on Summer Solstice, do

your best to watch it in the days that follow.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OBJ-EKPzlE&t=7s
https://youtu.be/l6ykHF2bUXw
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There’s a soft rain

In the Garden of Love

The greening of Spring is complete

 

The annual blossoming of Summer is here

Irises, peonies, and roses

How beautifully they share the stage with one another

No comparisons or competition

Just being the emanations of love that they are

 

Let us learn from Nature

How to purify our heart centers with gentleness

How to move with the cycles of life

How to shine our Light

Express our hearts

Caring only for the fulfillment

Of the blossoming Soul

 

Let us learn to co-exist in harmony

Experience the abundance

Created in our shared garden

When we allow others to shine alongside us

When we choose to feel expanded by the beauty of another’s Soul

 

Let us embrace the ways of the Sacred Feminine

Our Mother Earth

The Goddess

The honoring of all beings in equality

The celebration of all forms of beauty

The appreciation of all creative expressions

Let Her teach us to overcome the ways of patriarchy

And show us the ways of love

The Ways of Love



Play in the soil of your Soul this summer and experience
the blooming of your sacred garden.
 See you again on August 8th for a celebration of the 10
Million Multiplier and Session Eight of the Accelerated
Spiritual Growth® program for the Year of New Horizons.
 

All Love All Ways,

Nataleah Rose Schotte, Ph.D., O.M.

Founder and President 

La Vie de la Rose Flower Essences


